The Quantum Powerhouse
Sacred Codes of Healing & Transmutation of Energies
Vol. II
The green energy source of healing
The indigo energy source of psychic transmutation
The pink energy source of pure love-based creations
Bringing Negative Energies to The Surface (the quantum healer code in negative)
The white ring of fire (alchemical, transmutation)
Imprinting and integration of the quantum healer code
Attunement to the ultimate constellation all across to Source
Reinforcement or installation of the psychic shield against negative influences
The Iris Of God, The Vast Cosmic Ocean
Turnstile mechanism (particle rotator, refreshener)
Holy spirit aura, the halo of grace
Summoning the Demistifyer (Redemption of the State of Mental Clarity)
Unblocking All and Any Found Clogged Pathways,

Toward Liberation And Seamless Expansion
Seeds of The Flower (New Life Conceived and Plan(e)ted)
Pleading for the Audience of Light (A Genuine Prayer, Bathing in Light of God)
Embodiment of a Transliminal Soul
(Transcendental Mind/Mer-ka-bah)
Smoothening Out The „Wrinkles“
Ripple Effect for Desired Manifestations

(Amplifier and Etheric Distributor)
Ripple Effect for Broadcasting Signals and Fluent Transmission of Transcendental Energies
The Shimmer of Peace & Resetting to State of Equilibrium- Solar Rays (Glowing Like A Sun)
All-Pervasive Automatized
Iridescence from Source
Anchoring and Establishing a Crystalline Grid

(New System of Creation)
Ignition of the Spark (Creative or Energy-work)
Concentrated, Balanced Energy- Alchemy
„Angelica wings to take flight“
Inner Sanctum - Listening In,

Inner Voice
Hearkening Unto A Vibe - Spiraling Into A

Desired Frequency/Location/State of Consciousness
Energy or Lifeforce-replenisher Source-Hub

Chakra System Support
Seeking Solace in the Shadow of Luna-
Embracing the „Shadows” of Self
Seeking Advice from/Communion with The Divine Orbs and Spirit Guides
Detachment from (physical) "reality" seeking solace and communion with Source/God Consciousness
Mending Circulations (for unobstructed motion)
Casting Light Check
(Reflection of the Inner Glow)